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Abstract- In this world of technology, it is important to provide security and to find the loopholes present in the network. There are two types of
networks – wired network and wireless network. Wireless network is more vulnerable to attacks as compared to the wired networks as a number
of nodes are never fixed in wireless network. Any node can come and join the network as well as any node can leave the network. This paper
includes conclusions of some Denial of Service attacks and their effect on the MANETs, How they attack and which methodology they adopt.
This paper mainly focuses on proposing a new attack which can cause severe harm to the network. This attack inhibits the strategy of two main
attacks –BlackHole and Wormhole attack. This attack actually works in collaboration with some internal nodes which will work for a malicious
node and will help that node in causing disruption to the network. In particular, this paper describes all the weak areas of a network that can be
targeted by this new attack.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As already mentioned, this paper proposes a new attack, a
type of a Denial of Service attack which can not only slow
down the network but can also result in defaming as it is
hard to find outthe actual intruder in the network. The name
of this attack is Collusion BW Hole Attack .As in MANET,
the communication starts when there is a node that has a
data or a message packet that is to be sent to some other
node. For the transmission of this packet the source node
will choose a path which is both secure and less time
consuming. For selection of this path the source node will
look for the routing tables of other nodes and will find a
suitable path to transmit the packet. Here, in Collusion BW
attack, the intruder will take advantage of this demand of
source node to hack the network and will eventually steal or
drop the data. The intruder node will work with two or more
internal nodes, who will form a tunnel and simultaneously
send that data to the intruder node rather than sending it to
the desired node. The whole methodology and strategy of
this new proposed attack is described further in the paper.
This paper includes only the description of this attack, the
methodology that can be used by these intruding nodes and
the weaknesses of a network that can be targeted by this
attack.
2. MANET
Mobile Ad Hoc Network is a cluster of mobile nodeswhich
can communicate with one another without a specified and
predefined topology or central administration. MANETs are
dynamic in nature, which means any node which wants to
communicate can join the network and similarly any node
can leave the network after the completion of its work at any
time. It provides flexibility asthere is an absence of
centralized system and it follows a decentralized system
which means there are no server and client. Thus, it offers a
peer-to-peer network in which any node can act as a host
and as a router at the same time.[1] It is very easy to form a
MANET network at cheap prices as it does not follow the
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predefined and centralized infrastructure, this property is the
reason why MANET is widely used and becoming popular
nowadays. But due to its flexible and dynamic nature, it is
becoming vulnerable to many severe attacks. These attacks
are mainly intended to steal the information that is
transferred among communicating parties.[2,3]
As in MANET no restriction is applied on the nodes, any
node can join the network, this can lead to severe
consequences like eavesdropping, stealing of information,
denial of services, response delay etc.
As compared to wired network A MANET is more prone to
attacks due to the following factors:
• The Nodes have limited energy due to whichsecurity
solutions that are complex cannot be used in MANET.
• Transmission of data packets and routing is done using
wireless medium.Wireless medium being a shared network
and generally unreliable and makes eavesdropping more
likely. Even if we make the channel reliable, the
communication might be unreliable due to the broadcasting
nature of the MANETs.
•MANET does not have any central management point or
node, which makes it hard to ensure that all the nodes that
are taking part in the network are benign.
• Routing is very challenging because the network topology
of network keeps on changing and the mobility of nodes
plays a very important role in the network.[4-6]
3. AODV
An Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector routing protocol is
tailored particularly for the mobile nodes, where the time
span for the establishment of new network and the
termination of previous one is not fixed. Thus, this protocol
seeks to provide less processing time, memory consumption
and network utilization as well as fast adaption to dynamic
forming links. It works on destination sequence numbers
and gives loop freedom[9][13-15]
3.1 Security Flaws in AODV
AODV is vulnerable to routing attacks due to lack of
security features; some more secure protocols are generally
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designedto provide the authentication,confidentiality,
integrity and non-repudiation.AODV can easily be
compromised by a malicious node to disrupt its routing. The
misbehaviour of an inside attacking node is discussed in.
The actions that are performed by the inside attackers to
disrupt the routing in AODV are
1) It may modify or forge the RREQ or RREP packets.
2) To work as a legitimate node it may spoof either the
destination IP or the source IP and thus is able to receive or
drop data packets.
3) To degrade the performance of the network and to
increase the routing delayit may generates a fake RERR
packet,
4) The attacker may send fake RREPs of highest sequence
numbers (like Blackhole attack) to cause a DoS attack.
5) To deplete the node batteries, it may create the routing
loops and launch sleep deprivation or resource consumption
attacks.
6) To disrupt the normal routing behaviour it replays old
routing messages or make a tunnel/wormhole.[7-13]
4. COLLUSION BW HOLE ATTACK
When an RREQ( Route request packet) is sent from a source
node to other nodes in the network for the transmission of
the package then the malicious node MN1 in the network
may send Route Reply (RREP) with higher sequence
number. As we know that the higher sequence number is
replaced by the lower sequence number and allows the
source node or other node to transmit the packet with the
node with higher sequence number. Here the source node
transmit the packet from the malicious node and the
malicious node MN1 again send route request (RREQ) for
the transmission of packet then again a malicious node MN2
send route reply with higher sequence number and the
packet is again transmitted through the malicious node
MN2. When a packet is transmitted to second malicious
node MN2 in the network it tunnels the packet to the other
malicious node MN3. When the packet is tunneled to the
malicious node MN3 then usually broadcast of RREQ
occurs but here in this attack case uni-cast occurs and the
packet is dropped. This attack satisfies the vulnerability
present in AODV so this attack is not possible to detect
easily which are.
1) To modify or forge RREQ or RREP packets.
2) Source IP address or Spoof destination pose as the
legitimate network node and thus drops or receive the data
packets.
3) Make a tunnel/wormhole or replay old routing
messagesto disrupt the normal routing behaviour.

In AODV there is black hole and worm hole attack. In worm
hole attack the attacking node capture the packet from one
location and transmits that to the other node which is located
at distant. A wormhole attack can be exploited very easily
by attacker without compromising with the legitimate node
and without having the knowledge of that. Whereas in black
hole attack, when the source node attempts to send some
data packets to a destination node, and starts the routing
discovery process thena malicious node, MN1 shows that it
has the route for the destination node every time it receives
RREQ packets. Then it sends the response to source node at
once. If the reply from a normal node for example
(N1,N2,...,N14) etc. reaches the source node of the RREQ
first, everything works well but when the packet is received
by MN1 node then it makes the source node think that the
routing discovery process is completed and ignores all other
reply messages, and starts to send data packets. A forged
routing has been created. As a result of which all the packets
through MN1 are simply lost or consumed and never
received by its desired destination.
Collusion BW Hole Attack is different from these attack
because in this attack the packets are dropped once received
by the malicious node where as in Collusion BW Hole
Attack there is no packet drop by first malicious node and in
worm hole attack after tunnelling the broadcast of packet
occur while in Colliding Collusion BW hole attack uni cast
occur and the packet is dropped by the malicious node but at
the same time the RREP and RREQ route request and reply
of the neighbour legitimate node are managed such a way
that the dropped packet node(malicious node) can never be
identified.
4.1 Symptoms of Attack
Hence we can make a conclusion that our attack Collusion
BW Hole Attack is valid only when:
Case 1: The Malicious Node MN1 receives the packet from
the source node by sending the higher sequence number of
route reply RREP of the route request RREQ sent by the
source node (Malicious Activity).
Case 2: After tunnelling when the malicious node MN3
receive the packet there must occur a unicast instead of
broadcast and the packet is dropped after the tunnelling. It
means here is forge that MN1 is going to drop the packet but
from MN1 to MN3 they keep transmitting the packets
among them self resulting in Spoofing of the destination and
IP address to work as legitimate node.
4.2 Proposed Attack Model
NL: Set of legitimate nodes.
NM: Set of malicious nodes.
N: Total Number of nodes used i.e., NL
B: Packet Drop By the Node

Figure 1: How a packet is dropped in Collusion BW Hole Attack
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NM

Collusion BW Hole Attack: An ordered set of attackers
{MN1, MN2, MN3 ...},MN is the malicious node. MN1 is
first malicious node that receives packet from the source by
sending route reply of high sequence number to the source
node and works as legitimate node
if A is any node such that A
B then A
NM must be
true. As there can only be packet drop in the network only if
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that node
n
is a maliicious node which
w
means A must belong to
malicious node A
NM (MN
N1, MN2, MN
N3...). Collusiion
i executed thhen N
NM which meaans
BW Hole Attack is
that all the nodes taking part must
m
me malicious node, and
a
also NMNL this happens
h
whenn a route reequest of hiigh
sequuence number Seq_no. to thhe source nodde when it sennds
the route
r
request to
t the neighboouring node.

ULTS
5.. SIMULATIION & RESU
Table 1: Siimulation Paraameters
Paarameter

Value
V

Siimulator

NS3
N

Arrea

1000 x1000

Siimulation time

500
5 sec

MAC
M

802.11
8

Ap
pplication traffi
fic

CBR
C

W Hole Attacck defined inn this paper can
c
The Collusion BW
wo
resullt in more disastrous effectts as it posses the pros of tw
types of attacks with
w diminishhed cons. Thee following key
k
poinnts describe itss harmful conssequences.

Ro
outing protocolls

AODV
A

No. of S-D pairs

8

Paause time

10 sec

No. of malicious nodes

2 – 10



Baandwidth

2 Mbps

Data payload

512Bytes/Packe
5
et

Maximum
M
speed

10 – 50 m/s

No. of nodes

100

4.3 How
H Is It Morre Dangerous Than Other Attacks
A









In this attacck two or morenodes
m
w
will
work in a
collaboration to form a tunnnel and the innformation thhey
f
the netw
work will be sent to a noode
are stealing from
which is an intruder whho wants to slow down the
t
w, identifyingg this third noode which is not
n
network. Now
displaying anny suspicious activity
a
is a toough row to hooe.
Secondly, thee nodes whicch are workinng for the maain
intruder nodee will sometiimes show thheir illegitimaate
nature and other
o
times they
t
will behhave as norm
mal
genuine nodees. Thus, connfusing the network
n
handdler
and making itt hard for him
m to be found at
a once.
Third key facctor in this atttack is that evven if the tunnnel
making nodess are identifieed by the netw
work handler but
b
still the idenntity of the main
m
intruderr node will be
hidden as while being in thhe network thee tunnel makiing
s
acttivity.
node will nevver show any suspicious
The main inttruder node is
i not boundeed to be in the
t
network, it may
m happen to be some exterrnal node whiich
j
just
wants too eavesdrop too the commuunication that is
taking place between the nodes
n
that are present in the
t
network. Eveery algorithm can be applied to the noddes
communicatinng in the nettwork, but forr outsiders it is
impossible to predict whichh node is genuuine.
Also, if the main intrudeer node is diisguising in the
t
network, thenn it will properrly hide its ideentity and wonn’t
display any suspicious
s
acttivity. It will be completeely
dependent onn the tunnel which
w
is form
med by the tw
wo
disguised mallicious nodes in the networkk.
Thus, thesee points’ suums up the whole idea of
Collusion BW
B Hole Attaack and how it can be moore
harmful to a network thhen other Dennial of Servicces
attacks in MANETs
M
like Blackhole atttack, Wormhoole
Attack, etc. The tunnel formed
f
in this attack playss a
i
of thhe main intrudder
vital role inn hiding the identity
node.
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5.1 Efffect of numberr of attackers in
i network

Figure 2 : Average
A
PDR withh increasing num
mber of attackers.

Figure 3: NOR with increasing number of
o attackers.

Siince the ratio of source-destination pair is fixed whille the
efffect of attackkers on variouus network paarameters incrreases
du
ue to the ever increasing nuumber of attacckers. As show
wn in
fig
gure the aveerage End too End Delay increases as the
nu
umber of attaackers increasses this is beccause the attaackers
eiither drop thee packet or keeep on rotatin
ng the packett in a
sin
ngle loop. Here
H
Collusioon BW hole Attacks havee the
hiighest Averagge ETE Delayy as in this case the packket is
tu
unnelled and rootated in its own loop for IP
P table updatiion so
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that it works as a legitimate noode and cannoot be identifieed.
Averrage PDR increases with inncreasing num
mber of attackeers
as thhe packet startts dropping wiith increase inn attacker effeect.
The effect of NOR
R increases with
w increase inn the attacker as
it brroadcasts the messages useed for route discovery
d
whiich
will be large in number
n
and since
s
the num
mber of attackker
increeases the routee will includee various attaccker node for the
t
destiination but inn Collusion BW hole atttack it will be
maxiimum as no broadcast
b
occuur, here unicaast occur so veery
less chance that the
t broadcast message is received
r
by any
a
legittimate node.

Figure 6 : Average PDR with increase in network
n
size

Figure 4 : Averagee ETE Delay withh increasing numbber of attackers.

5.2 Effect
E
of Netw
work Size

Figuure 7 : NOR withh increase in netw
work size

6. CON
NCLUSION

Figure 5 : Average ETE Delay with
w increase in network
n
size

The effect of Atttacker node is very lesss in low dennse
netw
work and vicee versa becauuse of the leesser number of
nodees, the probability that the attacker
a
becom
mes a part of the
t
discoovery route is very less. The
T PDR deccreases with an
increease in the network
n
size as the num
mber of packets
transsmitted by thhe source wiill be alwayss less than the
t
packkets that are reeceived by thee destination node.
n
The packket
dropp increases ass number of nodes
n
increasses so the PD
DR
decreeases the Colllusion BW Hole
H
attack haas the minimuum
PDR
R in this case. Normalize Routing
R
Overhhead increasess if
num
mber of nodes increases as with
w an increaasing number of
nodees the broadcaast messages which are used for the rouute
discoovery also increases graduually so averaage End to End
E
Delaay also increasses if the netw
work size increeases.
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As
A per the sim
mulation resuult it can be concluded thhat in
prreviously purpposed attacks when a Maliccious node recceives
a packet from the
t source nodde by generatting the route reply
off high sequence number and a large amount of route
reequest is generrated which inncreases the amount
a
of trafffic in
th
he network which
w
alarms the network that a packeet has
beeen hijacked by
b the attacker, also when
n a malicious node
tu
unnel the packket to other maalicious node then the broaadcast
occcurs which helps
h
in identtification of th
he malicious node
an
nd the attack.
In
n our Collusioon BW Hole Attack as eaach node sendds the
ro
oute reply to the
t source nodde so there is very less time gap
beetween the repply of the Maalicious node and the legitiimate
no
ode and also the packet iss not dropped
d by the maliicious
no
ode at the begginning , after tunnelling of the packet to other
malicious
m
node the unicasst occur which also keepp the
malicious
m
nodee safe from being detected
d and the packket is
drropped somew
where near thee destination node
n
which asssures
th
he network thhat the packett transmission
n was going in
i the
leegitimate routee so no detecction techniqu
ue works to detect
d
th
his attack.
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